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Performance Analysis of FFH/MFSK Receivers With
Self-Normalization Combining in the Presence of

Multitone Jamming
Chen Jiang and Jiangzhou Wang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—An analytical study is presented for the performance
of fast frequency-hopping (FFH) self-normalized orthogonal

-ary frequency-shift-keyed (MFSK) noncoherent receivers in
the presence of multitone jamming. The multiple equal-power
jamming tones are assumed to correspond to some of the possible
FFH/ -ary orthogonal signaling tones. It has been shown that a
higher diversity order (the number of hops per symbol) improves
significantly the worst case performance of the self-normalized
receivers against multitone jamming and reduces the fading effect
of jamming tones. There exists an optimum value of modulation
order ( ) that maximizes the worst case performance of the
self-normalized MFSK receiver.

Index Terms—Fading channel, frequency hopping, multitone
jamming.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE is considerable interest in the application of fre-
quency-hopping (FH) techniques for combating jamming

in both military and commercial communication systems
[1]–[12]. These systems typically use noncoherent-ary
frequency-shift-keyed (MFSK) modulation. To protect against
hostile jamming to the communication signal, fast frequency
hopping (FFH) can be used.

In FH systems, two types of interference models are par-
tial-band noise jamming (PBJ) and multitone jamming (MTJ).
The former consists of Gaussian noise spread over a fraction of
the total FH bands, while the latter consists of jamming tones
distributed over the total FH bands. By general comparison in
the overview paper [10], the MTJ is more effective than PBJ
since it can focus its power on only one channel of an MFSK
receiver in one frequency hop. To reduce the negative impact of
jamming on performance of FH/MFSK systems, FFH with time
diversity is an effective method. But for the simple linear diver-
sity combining, each diversity reception is equally weighted so
that its performance improvement is limited. Thus, some better
combining techniques must be used that give less weight to the
diversity receptions hit by jamming and deemphasize the ef-
fect of jamming. The adaptive gain control receiver, clipper re-
ceiver, and self-normalized receiver are studied extensively in
antijamming [1], [2]. In these nonlinear combining techniques,
the self-normalized receiver is the most practical since it does
not require any side information to function. In the previous
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work, Robertsonet al. [3] and Levitt [4] analyzed the perfor-
mance degradation of slow FH in the presence of MTJ over
Ricean fading channels, where one or more symbols per hop
are assumed. Multitone rejection of FFH/binary FSK
with clipper receivers was studied by Tehet al. [5]. The perfor-
mance of FFH/MFSK with linear combining reception against
MTJ was presented in [6]. Moreover, the self-normalized re-
ceiver against PBJ was studied by Robertson and Lee over a
Ricean fading channel [7].

This paper investigates the performance degradation of self-
normalized noncoherent FFH/MFSK in the presence of multi-
tone jamming and thermal wideband noise. The multiple equal-
power jamming tones are assumed to correspond to some of the
possible FFH/MFSK orthogonal signaling tones. At most one
tone is distributed per FH band, which results in the poorest
system performance compared to other distributions of MTJ and
PBJ [9], [10]. Furthermore, the channel for each hop band is
modeled as a slowly fading Ricean process [11]. A broad range
of channel fading is possible. Since the signal source and trans-
mission path are different for the desire signal and multitone
jamming, it is assumed that both the signal tone and the multiple
jamming tones are independently affected by channel fading.

This paper is organized as follows. The noncoherent self-nor-
malized FFH/MFSK system and channel models are presented
in Section II. In Section III, the performance analysis in self-nor-
malized combining is described. Section IV shows the numer-
ical results of system performance under various conditions.
The results are summarized in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODELS

We consider a communication system whose fundamental re-
quirement is to transmit binary source information over the total
bandwidth by means of -ary frequency-shift-keyed fast
frequency hopping. The bandwidth can be divided into
FH bands , and each FH band can be further divided
into channels. Therefore

(1)

where stands for the minimum separation between two ad-
jacent channels for noncoherent detection.is the symbol du-
ration , where is the bit interval. Finally,
the symbols are mixed with the frequency-hopping tone of fre-
quency for duration . In the FFH/MFSK system, fre-
quency hops occur for each symbol; each symbol is partitioned
into independent transmissions during .
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Fig. 1. The self-normalized FFH/MFSK receiver.

The front end of the self-normalized receiver (Fig. 1) con-
sists of a frequency dehopper, a bank ofmatched filters, and
quadratic detectors. Each quadratic detector output is di-
vided by the sum of all quadratic detector outputs from the
channels. The random variable is given by

(2)

which is always limited to one even if the channelexperiences
significant jamming during theth hop. The self-normalized
variables of each channel during a symbol are combined to pro-
vide the decision variables

(3)

Finally, a decision is made as to which of thedecision vari-
ables is the largest.

The receiver signal is given by

Re

(4)

where Re stands for real part and .
is the receiver power of the desired signal with mean

, where and stand
for symbol and bit energies, respectively. is chosen as
the hop rate (i.e., ), so that these
tones are orthogonal. , is the possible
discrete frequency available for hopping andis an unknown
phase, but constant during a hop interval. The thermal
noise is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise with
two-sided spectral density 2. is intentional multitone
interference. The jammer’s strategy is to choose the number
and the distribution of jamming tones that will cause maximum
degradation to the communicator’s performance. It is possible
to distribute the tone jamming at random over . From
the jammer’s viewpoint, the multijamming tones in an FH
bandwidth at same time do not constitute an effective
strategy. A more effective jamming strategy is to distribute at
most one jamming tone in an FH bandwidth. That implies that

the number of jamming tones is equal to or less than the total
number of FH bands , where is the number of
jamming tones. It is assumed that the multiple jamming tones
are transmitted at frequencies equal to the FFH/MFSK
signal tone frequencies. The total jamming power is and
the power of a single jamming tone is . In order
that system performance can be presented without using a
particular number of hopping bands or a particular number
of jamming tones , the effective of signal power to multitone
jamming power ratio SJR is defined as

SJR (5)

The signal fade is assumed independently from hop to hop,
which implies that the total hopping band is much wider
than the coherence bandwidth of the transmission channel
and the fading channel is characterized by frequency-selective
fading. Thus, similar to [11], we may wish to design the
hopping pattern to satisfy that the smallest spacing between the
frequency-hopping bands used by the hops of one symbol is
larger than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. In addition,
it is assumed that the bandwidth of a single hop is less than the
coherence bandwidth of the transmission channel. That is, the
channel for each hop is modeled as a frequency-nonselective
slowly fading Ricean process. As a result, the signal amplitude
can be modeled as a Ricean random variable that remains
constant at least for one hop duration.

The signal and jamming tones may have different fading
statistics because they have different circumstances for their
transmitters and different transmission paths. Therefore, it is
assumed that channel fading characteristics are independent for
the signal and jamming tones.

III. A NALYSIS

In this section, the bit error probability for noncoherent self-
normalized FFH/MFSK receivers in the presence of multitone
jamming is analytically presented. The bit error probability is
dependent on SJR , the diversity order , the
modulation order , and the channel fading characteristics of
the desired signal and jamming tones.
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First, we obtain the symbol error probability by aver-
aging the conditional symbol error probability over all of pos-
sible multitone jamming pattern combinations. Letdenote the
number of hops that are not jammed by any jamming tone during
the observed symbol interval. Suppose the first channel of the
MFSK demodulator contains the useful signal and letdenote
the number of hops during which the first channel is jammed.
For other 1 channels without signal tone, is defined as
the number of channels that are not jammed over allhops
and are defined as the number of channels
that have one hop, two hops, hops, respectively, jammed.
Since any hop is jammed at most by one jamming tone

(6a)

(6b)

where all of and are positive integers. It is assumed
that the vector

(6c)

satisfies (6a) and (6b). Therefore, any possible jamming pattern
in the channels over hops can be described by a corre-
sponding vector . Each vector results in a different con-
ditional error probability. We average the conditional symbol
error probability over all the possible combinations to obtain
the symbol error probability, which is given by

(7)

where is the probability of the jamming pattern and
is the symbol error probability, conditioned on the jam-

ming pattern . and will be presented in the
following.

A. The Probability of the Jamming Pattern

Since the FFH/MFSK receiver observes the outputs of the
receiver channels over hops in order to make a decision, all
possible two-dimensional assignments of the jamming patterns
in the channels over hops must be considered.

Note that there are

ways to form vector over the channels and

ways to form vector over the hops. In addition, the proba-
bility that all of channels are not jammed by jamming tones
during one hop is 1 , and the probability that a specific one

of channels during one hop is jammed is . There-
fore, is given by

(8)

B. The Symbol Error Probability, Conditioned on the Jamming
Pattern

As shown in Fig. 1, the random variable
is the output of the th quadratic detector during hop.

The symbol error probability, conditioned on the jamming pat-
tern , can be obtained by assuming that the desired signal is
present in channel 1 of the receiver and that theth channel

is jammed by the
jamming tone over out of hops during the observed symbol
interval. For example, if and , three channels
each with one hop jammed are numbered and , re-
spectively. Thus, the symbol error probability conditioned on
is obtained as

(9)

where is the decision random variable. Since all of are
identically distributed, the upper bound of is given by

(10)

Defining

(11)

and

(12)

one obtains

(13)

The random variables have the
following four jamming cases during hops of one symbol.
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Case I) All of channels are not jammed by a jamming
tone during hops.

Case II) The signal channel is jammed by a jam-
ming tone during hops.

Case III) The channel is jammed by a jamming tone
during hops.

Case IV) One of the other channels ( and ) is
jammed by a jamming tone during
hops.

Thus, given the jamming pattern, (12) can be written as

(14)

and are defined as probability density
functions of the random variables and , respectively,
and have the following relationship:

(15)

where represents convolution and represents an-fold con-
volution. Therefore, (13) can be rewritten as

(16)

where and represent the Fourier transform and inverse
Fourier transform, respectively.

C. Probability Density Functions

Defining the random variable

(17)

and from (2) and (11), one obtains

(18)

Note that the random variables and are inde-
pendent of each other. Therefore

(19)

Defining and as the character-
istic functions of the random variables and ,
respectively, (19) can be simplified as

(20)

where . The detailed pdfs of for
four different cases are given by

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

where and mean that the channel is jammed and not
jammed during hop, respectively. The characteristic functions
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in (21)–(24) are given by (25)–(30), shown at the bottom of the
page [6],where and 2 represent the powers of the direct
and diffuse components of the desired signal, respectively.
and are the powers of the direct and diffuse components
of the jamming tone, respectively.
is the thermal noise power. The total average signal power is

, and the total average power of one jamming
tone is . Both powers are assumed to
remain constant from hop to hop.

Once the symbol error probability after hard decision has
been obtained, assuming that symbol errors are random when
interleaving is used, the corresponding bit error rate (BER)
after hard decision is given by

(31)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The error probability performance of self-normalized
FFH/MFSK receivers in the presence of multitone jamming is
numerically investigated for various values of SJRand .
Substitute (25)–(30) into (21)–(24) and numerically evaluate the
functions ,
using the ratio of jamming tone power to noise power as
a parameter in 3-dB steps from40 to 20 dB. To obtain suffi-
cient numerical precision, we define

, and compute corresponding values of
Case . Then, using fast Fourier

transform (FFT), , is transformed to the
characteristic function .
Further, numerically evaluate in (16)
by means of inverse FFT for all possible jamming patterns.
For example, when and , there are 50 kinds
of jamming patterns. Thus, we need to run inverse FFT of

points by (number of )
(step number of ) times. Fortunately,

Fig. 2. Performance of self-normalized receivers when the desired signal
experiences Ricean fading.

inverse FFT operated by a 400-MHz PC is rather quick, and
the 8192-point inverse FFT takes only about 0.1 s. Note that

is not a function of . Finally,
substitute (8) and (10) into (7) to obtain for given values
of SJR and .

The performance of self-normalized FFH/MFSK receivers in
the present of multitone jamming for and

dB is shown in Fig. 2. The desired signal expe-
riences Ricean fading ( dB), whereas jamming
tones experience either nearly no fading with dB
or nearly Rayleigh fading with dB. The ratio of
the number of jamming tones to the number of hopping frequen-
cies and for the worst case multi-
tone jamming. Fig. 2 shows that for a specific SJR, the system
performance is the function of and a maximum value of

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)
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Fig. 3. Performance of linear combining receivers when the desired signal
experiences Ricean fading.

bit error rate exists when . So is the
function of SJR . The curve for is the common tan-
gent of curves for the different .

For comparison, the performance of linear combining
receivers [6] under the same condition is illustrated in Fig. 3. It
can be seen that performance of the self-normalized receivers
is much better than that of the linear combining receivers
when the signal experiences Ricean fading. This is because the
self-normalized combining deemphasizes the effect of jamming
tones. Moreover, it can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that for a
given value of , the performance difference between the
Rayleigh fading and no fading of jamming tones for self-nor-
malized receivers is much smaller than for linear combining
receivers. Therefore, we conclude that the self-normalized
receiver not only improves the performance against jamming
but also reduces the effect of the channel characteristic of
multitone jamming on performance.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the effect of the channel fading
characteristic of multitone jamming on system performance
is small for self-normalized FFH/MFSK receivers. Thus, we
choose the Ricean fading of interference tones for the following
subsequent analysis.

The performance comparison of the self-normalized receiver
and linear combining receiver under the condition of worst case
multitone is presented in Fig. 4. Generally speaking, the perfor-
mance of self-normalized receivers is better than that of linear
combining receivers. However, when the desired signal experi-
ences Rayleigh fading and SJR dB, the self-normalized
receivers perform poorer than linear combing receivers. This is
because when SJRis very large, white noise is the dominant
interference, so that the nonlinear combing (or the self-normal-
ized combining) degrades the performance.

System performance for different diversity orders under con-
ditions of worst case multitone jamming is illustrated in Figs. 5
and 6, when the desired signal experiences Rayleigh fading and
no fading, respectively. It can be seen that a largerimproves

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of self-normalized and linear combining
receivers with worst case multitone jamming when the interference signals
experience Ricean fading.

Fig. 5. Worst case performance of self-normalized receivers when the desired
signal experiences Raleigh fading and jamming tones experience Ricean fading.

significantly the worst case performance for SJR dB.
When SJR is less than 10 dB, the receiver with the higher
diversity order has to employ the wider channel bandwidth.
Then the total FH band number is reduced. Fig. 2 shows
that is close to one when SJR is less than 10 dB.
So decreases and a jamming tone power
increases. However, implies that the signal
symbol is hit in almost every hopping and the average effect of
higher diversity is limited. Thus, the performance enhancement
due to larger is smaller than the loss. Note that in some real
systems, the hop rate is kept constant, and if jamming is large,

is increased at the sacrifice of bit rate. Thus, whenis large,
the system can work even if dB. In
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Fig. 6. Worst case performance of self-normalized receivers when the desired
signal does not experience fading and jamming tones experience Ricean fading.

Fig. 7. Worst case performance of self-normalized receivers when both desired
signal and jamming tones experience Ricean fading.

this paper, variable hop rate and constant bit rate are assumed
to compare the different diversity orders. Therefore, SJR
is defined as .

Furthermore, when the desired signal does not experience
fading (Fig. 6), higher diversity order (i.e., ) is not helpful
to improve worst case performance. This is because a higher di-
versity cannot reduce the BER due to the thermal noise when
the desired signal does not experience fading.

Fig. 7 shows the performance under the condition of worst
case multitone jamming for different values of modulation order

when the signal experiences Ricean fading for the same
system bandwidth. It can be seen that the performance for

Fig. 8. Performance comparison of self-normalized receivers in the presence
of worst case multitone or the partial-band interference when interference
signals experience Rayleigh fading.

or is much better than that for binary frequency-
shift keyed (BFSK) when SJR dB. larger
than eight degrades system performance except for very large
SJR . There are two reasons for this phenomenon. First, large

reduces the number of frequency-hopping bands for a
given entire spread-spectrum bandwidth and increases the hit
probability . Second, the worst case assumption that at most
one of channels of the receiver is jammed by a jamming tone
during one hop means that the jamming power is concentrated.
But when any one of 1 channels that do not contain the
desired signal is hit by a jamming tone, a symbol error may
result. The above observation is in contrast to the conclusion
shown in [7], where a larger value of always improves the
performance of a self-normalized receiver in the presence of
partial-band jamming.

The conditions of [5, Figs. 6(a) and 7(a)] are similar to those
of Figs. 5 and 6 in this paper except that they use the different.
It can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6 that the high diversity
order improves the system performance more efficiently than
that in [5, Figs. 6(a) and 7(a)] since the larger
means larger symbol energy, which increases the effect of the
diversity order on system performance.

The performance comparison of the self-normalized receiver
in the presence of worst case multitone or partial-band jamming
is shown in Fig. 8 for (optimum value) when the
signal experiences Rayleigh fading and Ricean fading, respec-
tively. For fair comparison, it is assumed that SJR
[7], where represents the average power spectral density
of partial-band jamming over the entire spread-spectrum band-
width. It can be seen that MTJ is more harmful than PBJ since
MTJ power is more concentrated only on one ofchannels of
the receiver to cause errors with higher probability. This phe-
nomenon is more obvious for the Ricean than for the Rayleigh
fading channel.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the performance of the self-normalized
FFH/MFSK noncoherent receiver in the presence of multitone
interference has been presented over various channel condi-
tions. The follow conclusions have been drawn.

1) The performance of the self-normalized receiver is better
than that of the linear combining receiver, especially
when the desired signal has a strong specular component.
Furthermore, the self-normalized receiver reduces the
effect of the channel characteristic of multitone jamming
on performance.

2) A higher diversity order improves significantly the
worst case performance of the self-normalized receiver
for SJR dB. However, when the desired signal
does not experience channel fading or is small,
using large is not helpful.

3) There exists an optimum value of modulation order
for self-normalized receivers with worst case multitone
jamming (i.e., the optimum value of is four or eight
depending upon the value of SJR, for , and

dB when the desired signal experiences the
Ricean fading).

4) The worst case MTJ is more harmful to system perfor-
mance than the worst case PBJ for a large range of SJR
regardless of the fading of the desired signal.
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